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OUTLINES

1. Theoretical puzzle;

2. Brief overview of the French obesity policy;

3. The uneven diffusion of social marketing as a 

knowledge for elaborating preventive 

intervention;

4. Conclusion and implications both for political 

sociology and public health policies.
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Secondary literature

• Abigail Saguy’s work (Esp. with Gruys & Gong, 2010 Social Pbms)

• Bossy’s PhD dissertation (2010)

• Boubal’s Master dissertation on regulation on food advertisement 

for children

A research program (since 2008)

• Interviews with key players at the national level

• Document analyses & public debates

• Focus on two instruments:

 Voluntary charters

 Soda tax

• Focus on EPODE (Ensemble, prévenons l’obésité des enfants / 

together, let’s prevent childhood obesity) / 220 towns in France

• Boubal’s PhD dissertation (in progress) on social marketing at

INPES (National Institute for Health Prevention and Education)
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THEORETICAL PUZZLE (I)

• Social marketing: “a bridging mechanism which links 

the behavior scientist's knowledge of human behavior

with the socially useful implementation of what that 

knowledge allows” (Kotler and Zaltman, 1971)

• Puzzle 1: how can one explain the growing political 

appeal given to social marketing and nudge theory, in 

particular in public health policies, whereas the 

knowledge and hypotheses they bring forward can not 

be considered as fundamentally new?

• Puzzle 2: if one can find favorable structures of 

opportunity, are they sufficient to explain their 

(uneven) diffusion?
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THEORETICAL PUZZLE (II)

• Hypothesis: in opposition to what neo-institutionalism: 

it is not sufficient for an “innovation” to be appropriate 

(consistent with institutional environment) to diffuse.

• Goal: To insist on the usefulness to explore social 

processes by which diffusion occurs:

1. Helps understanding why some innovation partially 

diffuse;

2. Helps grasping why an innovation can be 

disseminated, without being necessarily legitimate;

3. Helps identifying the type of social structure that still 

exists beyond formal isomorphism.
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Brief overview of 
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policy
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE FRENCH OBESITY POLICY

Agenda-setting at the international level

• BMI & epidemiological studies

• WHO report (2000) – a “world epidemic”

Agenda-setting in France

• A (surprisingly) very fast process / same timing as the UK, while 

very different epidemiological situations (Bossy, 2010)

• Obesity international crisis as an opportunity for French public 

health experts to address a national plan on nutrition (and esp. 

against sodium consumption)

• Three national plans for nutrition PNNS (2001, 2006, 2011), Public 

health law 2004
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Agenda-setting in France (II)
• Little controversy in France: obesity epidemic, not a highly 

contested scientific and social fact.

• Little competition between different frames, as it was in the 

American case

 Groups of fat people have little partaken in the policy 

process.

• In France, medicalization process of obesity, a process by 

which obesity and overweight emerged onto the public 

agenda as a risk factor for other diseases, rather than as a 

question of moral turpitude, went quite smoothly, with little 

resistance from fat people or other civil society groups.
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• French news media reports are more 
likely to emphasize social structural 
contributors to obesity than are U.S. 
media reports (Saguy et al. 2010)

• Yet, French policy makers have taken 
few measures to relieve poverty or 
reform the food industry as part of its 
efforts to combat obesity.

• Why? 

• News media reports, The New York Times, 
Newsweek, Le Monde, L’Express, 1995-2005

A substantive puzzle



• U.S.
– Personal responsibility 

frame dominates
– Policy instruments: 

educational campaigns 
to help people make 
better choices, 
providing better 
information via food 
labeling

– Consistency between 
frame and instruments

• France
– A lot of discussion of 

social inequalities and 
abuse of food industry

– Policy instruments: 
educational campaigns 
to help people make 
better choices, 
providing better 
information via food 
labeling

PREVENTION OF OBESITY IN FRANCE



 A pre-existing plan loosely focusing on obesity: a classical 
pattern of policy making process according to which a solution 
is waiting for its problem to occur.

 Demand side: vast national campaigns, warning messages, 
dissemination of evidence-based information, nudges in school 
restaurant, etc.

 Supply side: withdrawal of food automatic delivery machines and 
creation of ethics codes for the food industries. No price or tax 
(except on Sodas) related measures.

 The citizens need to be informed and convinced that they 
should change their individual behaviour.

PREVENTION OF OBESITY IN FRANCE

Surprising in France, where citizens have long been considered as in 
need of State’s protection, support and intervention, to alleviate 

social conditions that hinder them from choosing the “right” 
behaviour.



Key feature #1: A citizen like a consumer

• Public health research (in particular social epidemiology), strong political 

consequences: attribution to society health conditions and diseases that 

had fallen principally within the remit of medicine.

• But the fight against public health problems in France: mainly geared 

around the transformation of individual behaviour.

• The locus of action: within the individual mind.

• Obesity policy illustrates this policy option paradigmatically: the concept of 

“supply”, a restrictive understanding of the meaning of “environment”.

• The preventive approach to public health issues embodies a commercial 

conception of individual behaviour that one can influence through actions on 

price, quality, information and communication.

• The policy maker tool kit: more to do with the marketing mix than with the 

instruments dedicated to fight against economic and social inequalities.



Key feature  #2: Public policy: symbolic action

• Addressing social inequalities, and therefore health 

inequalities: a very complicated task. 

• Substantial gap between the understanding about the 

processes generating public heath problems, their complexity 

and their diversity, and the limited capacities of the State to 

cope with those issues.

• Symbolic policies:

 Symbolic insofar as they consist mainly in actions on signs 

by signs;

 Symbolic insofar as they reveal the State’s limited 

capacities of action. 



Key feature #3: an autonomous individual, a dependent state

• A progressive domination of individualistic and neoliberal ideology? 

Certainly, but fighting against social inequalities remains a core value 

of French political discourses and politics.

• Actually those policies are low-cost policies: implementing policy 

instruments that rely on personal control over illness does not require 

major structural changes.

• Those policies relying on the autonomy of individuals: a sign of the 

diminished autonomous capacity of the State to tackle multi-factorial 

and complex problems and/or to demand action from industries.

Governing consists now in helping people govern themselves 

properly (Fassin)
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The uneven 

diffusion of social 

marketing



The uneven diffusion of social marketing: puzzle 1

• A favorable structure of institutional opportunities: combination 

of a poorer welfare state, strong industries and a weak and 

unorganized citizen.

• A favorable structure of discursive opportunity (Ferree, 2003):  

social marketing and nudge, an knowledge appropriate to “a 

world culture” (Boli, Thomas, 1997; Meyer and al., 1997): 

universalism, individualism and rationality; And to the criteria 

defining “modern science” (Drori and al., 2006): a social-goal-

oriented science.



The uneven diffusion of social marketing

• A growing scientific phenomenon (number of published 
articles in social marketing)
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• In France: growing number of papers, reports and news 
media reporting; development of higher and executive 
trainings, etc.



The uneven diffusion of social marketing



The uneven diffusion of social marketing

• A highly contentious diffusion, indeed:

1. By the French National Public Health Society: a French 
understanding a what “real” empowerment is (citizen’s 
autonomy as a project not as a given (Ehrenberg))

2. By the National Institute of Prevention and of Health 
Promotion: a) “nothing new under the sun” for health 
prevention public experts; b) is targeted prevention 
compatible with the notion of equality? 



The uneven diffusion of social marketing

• As a result: a more local dynamics of diffusion;

• Case study (Bergeron, Castel and Nouguez, 2011, 2013): EPODE 
(“Together Let's Prevent Childhood Obesity”).

• Launched in 2004 in ten "pilot cities", it was, by 2010, implemented in 
some 226 municipalities. 

• Jointly funded by contributions from its member municipalities and by 
grants from partner companies (food industry and supermarkets). 

• It intends to "gradually change social norms and reduce inequalities in 
access to prevention through the promotion of a diversified, balanced, 
affordable and pleasant diet, [and] an incentive for children and their 
families to be more active in everyday life”.

• To train local actors, disseminate healthy nutrition practice guides, 
propose obesity prevention activity ideas, centralize height/weight data 
collection and develop teaching tools, nudges in school restaurants, etc.

=> All those activities conceived by a private social marketing agency



The uneven diffusion of social marketing
• A town or city government signs a contract with the association to get the 

EPODE program set up there

• The association hires the social marketing agency to "design the program 
and engineer the project as well as coordinate the set of actions 
recommended to cities”

 "taste week,” "salad bars" in the school cafeteria, "sports fortnights," 
cooking classes, closing a street to traffic so that children can walk to 
school more easily; setting up a "pedibus" (i.e., laying out a footpath for 
taking children to and from school); "solidarity gardens" (growing 
vegetables in the town's public garden space and cooking them), 
setting up a "baby gym," scheduling hikes, re-arranging the school 
courtyard to make physical activities easier, etc. 

• A local, integrated network (associations, schools, stores…)

• For Mayors: 

 A political opportunity to hijack a more and more politically sensitive 
issue and to expand their jurisdiction on it;

 Long history of cooperation with private actors

• Not everywhere: local context matters a lot.
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Conclusion
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• EPODE: Not homo economicus, who acts entirely 

on the basis of rational calculation and reacts 

"mechanically" to market signals.

• It is instead the consumer as shaped by 

"marketing," an individual who has to be 

convinced and won over by playing on such 

experiences as pleasure, desire, and self-esteem.

• To be appropriate is not sufficient: selective 

diffusion of an innovation in a field rests on 

institutional work by actors to make it both 

legitimate and “practically useful” (to appear as 

“solving problems”).

• It depends as well on the field social structure 

(incumbents/challengers). Ex: Daniel Ho, « Fudging

the nudge: Information disclosure and restaurant 

grading » (2012)
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• Effectiveness of nudge diffusion 

depends on horizontal relational 

structures ; effectiveness of nudges on 

PP targets depends also social 

structures in which individuals are 

embedded.

• Nevertheless: diffusion benefits from a 

deep evolution toward the 

individualization of public health 

policies in France: from a) paternalism; 

b) rational prevention; c) health 

promotion to transform beliefs; to d) 

nudge.
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SYNTHÈSE

Culture, institution et 
société (macro)

Organisation : Culture et 
structures formelles

Organisation : Structures 
de Relations (méso)

Organisation : 
Position (méso)

Biais cognitifs et 
Heuristiques 

(micro)

Information 
et incitation 

(micro)
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CLASSIQUE
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Culture, institution et 
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Organisation : Culture 
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Organisation : Structures 
de Relations (méso)
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Biais cognitifs et 
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Information 
et incitation 

(micro)
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Culture, institution et 
société (macro)

Organisation : Culture 
et structures formelles

Organisation : Structures 
de Relations (méso)

Organisation : 
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Biais cognitifs et 
Heuristiques 
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Information 
et incitation 

(micro)

MANAGEMENT 
(TAYLOR ET 
RELATIONS 

HUMAINES et leur 
descendance)
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Culture, institution et 
société (macro)

Organisation : Culture, 
structures formelles

Organisation : Structures 
de Relations (méso)

Organisation : 
Position (méso)

Biais cognitifs et 
Heuristiques 

(micro)

Information 
et incitation 

(micro)

REGARDS 
SOCIOLOGIQUES Néo-Institutionnalisme

Ecole française de sociologie 
des organisations/théories 
des réseaux
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SYNTHÈSE

Culture, institution et 
société (macro)

Organisation : Culture, 
structures formelles

Organisation : 
Structures de 

Relations (méso)
Organisation : 

Position (méso)

Biais cognitifs et 
Heuristiques 

(micro)

Information 
et incitation 

(micro)

Les structures 
relationnelles comme 
médiation, comme 
contrainte et 
opportunité
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